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Duncan Phyfe
MOONBIT is a hybrid work comprised of experimental poetry
and a critical theory of the poetics and politics of computer
code. It offers an extended intellectual and creative
engagement with the affordances of computer software
through multiple readings and re-writings of a singular text,
the source code of the Apollo 11 Guidance Computer or the
"AGC." MOONBIT re-marks and remixes the code that made
space travel possible. Half of this book is erasure poetry that
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uses the AGC code as the source text, building on the
premise that code can speak beyond its functional purpose.
When we think about the 1960s U.S. space program and
obscure scientific computer code, we might not first think
about the Watts riots, Shakespeare, Winnie the Pooh, T.S.
Eliot, or scatological jokes. Yet these cultural references and
influences along with many more are scattered throughout the
body of the code that powered the compact digital computer
that successfully guided astronauts to the Moon and back
and in July of 1969. MOONBIT unravels and rewrites the
many embedded cultural references that were braided
together within the language resources of mid-century
computer code. MOONBIT also provides a gentle, non-expert
introduction to the text of the AGC code, to digital poetics,
and to critical code studies. Outlining a capacious interpretive
practice, MOONBIT takes up all manner of imaginative
decodings and recodings of this code. It introduces some of
the major existing approaches to the study of code and
culture while provide multiple readings of the source code
along with an explanation and theorization of the way in
which the code works, as both a computational and a cultural
text. JAMES E. DOBSON teaches at Dartmouth College. He
is the author of "Critical Digital Humanities: The Search for a
Methodology" (Illinois, 2019) and "Modernity and
Autobiography in Nineteenth-Century America: Literary
Representations of Communication and Transportation
Technologies" (Palgrave, 2017), as well as essays and book
chapters on intellectual history, American literature, and
computational methods. RENA J. MOSTEIRIN is the author
of "Nick Trail's Thumb" (Kore Press, 2008), selected for the
Kore Press Short Fiction Chapbook Award by Lydia Davis.
Her work has been featured in the anthologies "code
{poems}" (Barcelona: Impremta Badia, 2012), "The Waiting
Room Reader II" (Fort Lee: Cavankerry Press/UPNE, 2013),
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and a wide variety of places in print and online including New
York Magazine, The Puritan, Poetry Crush, Ozone Park, and
elsewhere. Mosteirin is a graduate of Dartmouth College and
the Bennington Writing Seminars. She is an editor at
Bloodroot Literary Magazine.

Man and the Computer
The technological marvel that facilitated the Apollo missions
to the Moon was the on-board computer. In the 1960s most
computers filled an entire room, but the spacecraft’s
computer was required to be compact and low power.
Although people today find it difficult to accept that it was
possible to control a spacecraft using such a ‘primitive’
computer, it nevertheless had capabilities that are advanced
even by today’s standards. This is the first book to fully
describe the Apollo guidance computer’s architecture,
instruction format and programs used by the astronauts. As a
comprehensive account, it will span the disciplines of
computer science, electrical and aerospace engineering.
However, it will also be accessible to the ‘space enthusiast’.
In short, the intention is for this to be the definitive account of
the Apollo guidance computer. Frank O’Brien’s interest in the
Apollo program began as a serious amateur historian. About
12 years ago, he began performing research and writing
essays for the Apollo Lunar Surface Journal, and the Apollo
Flight Journal. Much of this work centered on his primary
interests, the Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC) and the
Lunar Module. These Journals are generally considered the
canonical online reference on the flights to the Moon. He was
then asked to assist the curatorial staff in the creation of the
Cradle of Aviation Museum, on Long Island, New York, where
he helped prepare the Lunar Module simulator, a LM
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procedure trainer and an Apollo space suit for display. He
regularly lectures on the Apollo computer and related topics
to diverse groups, from NASA's computer engineering
conferences, the IEEE/ACM, computer festivals and
university student groups.

Flying Higher and Faster
What made the Space Race possible? What made it
necessary? How close a race was it? And what did it
achieve? The answers are connected in surprising ways. Left
Brains for the Right Stuff briefly summarizes the history of
three technologies-rockets, navigation, and computers-and
recounts how they were woven into the rise and rivalry of
superpowers in the twentieth century. President John F.
Kennedy inherited a small Space Race and transformed it
into a Moon Race by creating the Apollo program (..".
achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a
man on the moon "). To make it an "offer" the Soviet Union
couldn't refuse, he added, "We choose to go to the moon not
because [it is] easy, but because [it is] hard." Apollo won the
Moon Race and, combined with the Space Shuttle, won the
Space Race, which did much to win the Cold War and
preserve the momentum of American leadership that had
been created in World War II. Many big companies worked on
those programs, and so did a small academic research
laboratory. At Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
the Instrumentation Laboratory ("the Lab") was the creation of
one man, Charles Stark "Doc" Draper, who invented inertial
navigation. Author Hugh Blair-Smith was a staff engineer at
the Lab from 1959 through 1981. Trained as an electronic
engineer and computer scientist, his two-pronged expertise
contributed to both the hardware of spacecraft computers and
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the programming that had to make the most of their limited
resources. This is a history, an inside story, and a riveting
account of the Space Race, studded with startling insights
into causes and effects. In those exciting years, Blair-Smith
joined many thousands of people in cooperating gladly,
generously, and passionately to add electronic left brains to
the Right Stuff. Their creations answered the long-sought
quest for "a moral equivalent to war."

Paying the Land
The Character of a Leader
evolution of the Apollo Guidance Computer, Mr. Hall contends
that the development of the Apollo computer supported and
motivated the semiconductor industry during a time when
integrated circuits were just emerging. This was the period
just before the electronics revolution that gave birth to modern
computers. In addition, the book recalls the history of
computer technology, both hardware and software, and the
applications of digital computing to missile guidance systems
and manned spacecraft. The book also offers graphics and
photos drawn from the Draper Laboratories archives that
illustrate the technology and related events during the Apollo
project. Written for experts as well as lay persons, Journey to
the Moon is the first book of its kind and a must for anyone
interested in the history of science and the relevance of
computer technology to space exploration.

Apollo's Legacy
A classic study of the development of the Saturn launch
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vehicle that took Americans to the Moon in the 1960s. This
Saturn rocket was developed as a means of accomplishing
President Kennedy1s 1961 commitment for the U.S. to reach
the Moon before the end of the decade. This book not only
tells the important story of the development of the Saturn
rocket, and the people who designed and built it, but also
recounts the stirring exploits of its operational life from orbital
missions around Earth testing Apollo equipment to the Moon
and back. Essential reading for anyone seeking to understand
the development of space flight in America. Black and white
photos.

The Handy Religion Answer Book
The powerful and innovative King AEthelstan reigned only
briefly (924-939), yet his achievements during those eventful
fifteen years changed the course of English history. He won
spectacular military victories (most notably at Brunanburh),
forged unprecedented political connections across Europe,
and succeeded in creating the first unified kingdom of the
English. To claim for him the title of "first English monarch" is
no exaggeration.In this nuanced portrait of AEthelstan, Sarah
Foot offers the first full account of the king ever written. She
traces his life through the various spheres in which he lived
and worked, beginning with the intimate context of his family,
then extending outward to his unusual multiethnic royal court,
the Church and his kingdom, the wars he conducted, and
finally his death and legacy. Foot describes a sophisticated
man who was not only a great military leader but also a
worthy king. He governed brilliantly, developed creative ways
to project his image as a ruler, and devised strategic marriage
treaties and gift exchanges to cement alliances with the
leading royal and ducal houses of Europe. AEthelstan's
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legacy, seen in the new light of this masterful biography, is
inextricably connected to the very forging of England and
early English identity.

Golden Years
Fourier enjoys the honor of being the first thinker to push
Rousseau to the logical conclusion of a complete
condemnation of Civilization. Not only did he blame it for what
we call Capitalism, he also saw it as the source of the evil of
Work as "alienation'' (to use Marx's term). The fact that we
must labor at what we do not love in order to "make a living''
defines the essence of Civilization's primal error. Fourier
ascribed his big revelation to a rigorous application of
Newton's law of attraction, not just as a cosmic force but also
as a social force. Fourier realized that Passion, far from being
the cause of "sin,'' might actually serve to enable the
emergence of a human society (he called it Harmony) in
which everyone does exactly as they please; as a result,
everything will be done well (passionately) and everyone will
be happy. And if everyone is ecstatic and joyful, how could
there exist any disorder or violence? The present text is
excerpted from Le Nouveau monde amoureux, Fourier's
magnum opus on "the New Word of Love,'' which was too hot
to publish during his lifetime. Food and sex are his answers to
all problems. And if Fourier exalted erotic pleasure, he went
even farther in his obsession with food.

Left Brains for the Right Stuff
She had no money. No time. No motorbike. No experience for
such a mammoth trip. But she had a clear vision. With gritted
determination, she went all out to realize her dream of riding a
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Bonneville solo across North America on lesser-known roads.
That summer would be the hottest on record. The heat was
on to go out and succeed. An inspiring story written with
passion to succeed, a true lesson in believing in yourself.

LUNAR MODULE LM 10 THRU LM 14
Celestial Delights
"Margaret Hamilton grew up during a time when very few
women studied computer science, but she went on to develop
software for NASA. Learn how Hamilton played a key role in
sending humans to the moon."

The Disciplines of Life
In each of the six Apollo landings, the astronaunt in command
seized control from the computer and landed with his hand on
the stick. Here, Mindell recounts the story of these astronauts'
desire to control their spacecraft in parallel with the Apollo
Guidance Computer, and muses on human-computer
interaction

The World War of Small Pastries
An all-encompassing look at the history and enduring impact
of the Apollo space program In Apollo's Legacy, space
historian Roger D. Launius explores the many-faceted stories
told about the meaning of the Apollo program and how it
forever altered American society. The Apollo missions
marked the first time human beings left Earth's orbit and
visited another world, and thus they loom large in our
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collective memory. Many have detailed the exciting events of
the Apollo program, but Launius offers unique insight into its
legacy as seen through multiple perspectives. He surveys a
wide range of viewpoints and narratives, both positive and
negative, surrounding the program. These include the
argument that Apollo epitomizes American technological--and
political--progress; technological and scientific advances
garnered from the program; critiques from both sides of the
political spectrum about the program's expenses; and even
conspiracy theories and denials of the program's very
existence. Throughout the book, Launius weaves in stories
from important moments in Apollo's history to draw readers
into his analysis. Apollo's Legacy is a must-read for space
buffs interested in new angles on a beloved cultural moment
and those seeking a historic perspective on the Apollo
program.

The Presidents vs. the Press
"Duncan Phyfe (1770-1854), known during his lifetime as the
"United States Rage," to this day remains America's bestknown cabinetmaker. Establishing his reputation as a
purveyor of luxury by designing high-quality furniture for New
York's moneyed elite, Phyfe would come to count among his
clients some of the nation's wealthiest and most storied
families. This richly illustrated volume covers the full
chronological sweep of the craftsman's distinguished career,
from his earliest furniture-- which bears the influence of his
18th-century British predecessors Thomas Sheraton and
Thomas Hope--to his late simplified designs in the Grecian
Plain. More than sixty works by Phyfe and his workshop are
highlighted, including rarely seen pieces from private
collections and several newly discovered documented works.
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Additionally, essays by leading scholars bring to light new
information on Phyfe's life, his workshop production, and his
roster of illustrious patrons. What unfolds is the story of
Phyfe's remarkable transformation from a young immigrant
craftsman to an accomplished master cabinetmaker and an
American icon."--Publisher's website.

Ignition!
Celestial Delights is essentially a 'TV Guide' for teh sky. This
will be its third edition. This title, which has aggregated sales
of about 20,000 copies to date in its two previous editions and
has found a niche with skygazers, is much awaited. Through
extensive graphics integrated with an eight-year-long
calendar of sky events, it provides a look at "don't miss" sky
events, mostly for naked-eye and binocular observing. The
book is organized by ease of observation - lunar phases and
the brighter planets come first, while solar eclipses, the
aurora, and comets come later. Celestial Delights also
includes a hefty dose of sky lore, astronomical history, and
clear overviews of current science. It provides a handy
reference to upcoming naked-eye events, with information
broken out in clear and simple diagrams and tables that are
cross-referenced against a detailed almanac for each year
covered. Most broad-ranging astronomy field guides focus on
stars, constellations, and the deep sky, but tend to ignore
planetary events, which are in by far the most widely
observable aspects of the changing night sky. Celestial
Delights puts a variety of information all in one place,
presents it in a friendly way that does not require prior indepth astronomical knowledge, but provides the context and
historical background for understanding events that
astronomical computer programs or web sites lack.
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Science Fiction Prototyping
Former CIA Director George Tenet calls Donald Alexander “a
legendary American intelligence officer, a man of enormous
competence, grace, and courage. His humility will never allow
most to ever know what his service has meant to the Central
Intelligence Agency or our country. Now he has given all of us
a timeless gift—a book on leadership based on decades of
experience, research, and reflection. He demystifies a subject
many have written about with clear and direct language. His
emphasis on old fashion values and selfless compassionate
service should be mandatory reading for anyone entrusted
with the care and development of young men and women,
whether in government or a Silicon Valley start-up. This is a
book that will challenge and inspire you to make a difference
every day of your life.”True leadership requires strength of
character and integrity—at whatever level you lead. This author
brings a unique perspective to these leadership issues.
Donald Alexander is the pen name of a senior executive
officer in the US Intelligence Community. During a career
spanning more than four decades, he has served multiple
tours overseas in operational positions, commanding major
elements both in the field and at Headquarters, experiences
that spawned many of the ideas and principles set out in this
book. Chief among these is the belief that leaders who
conduct themselves with honor and to the highest standards
of integrity are vital to America's business success, national
security, and social well-being.The Character of a Leader is
an invaluable handbook for the young leader and, at the
same time, an insightful resource for established executives
and managers.

Sunburst and Luminary
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Providing detailed descriptions of the beliefs, rituals, history,
and organization of the world’s eight major religious
traditions, including Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Buddhism,
Hinduism, Confucianism, Taoism, and Shinto, this fully
revised and updated edition is an easy-to-use comparative
guide for anyone seeking basic religious literacy. Clearly and
eloquently written by a scholar with more than 40 years of
study and teaching experience, The Handy Religion Answer
Book is organized into chapters on each major religion and
contains a wealth of information about their history, beliefs,
symbols, membership, leaders, observances, and customs.
The reference answers more than 800 questions, such as
What is the significance of the Star of David? How did so
many different Christian churches come into being? What is
the importance of the month of Ramadan? What is an
Ayatollah? and Do Taoists believe in heaven and hell?, as
well as new questions concerning religion and violence and
suborganizations that claim affiliation with the major faith
communities. A glossary of religious terminology, maps of the
general coverage areas for each religion, and suggestions for
further reading are also included.

Music and Some Highly Musical People
In 1966 the author, newly graduated from college, went to
work for the MIT laboratory where the Apollo guidance
system was designed. His assignment was to program the
complex lunar landing phase in the Lunar Module's onboard
computer. As Apollo 11 approaches, the author flies lunar
landings in simulators and meets the astronauts who will fly
the LM for real. He explains the computer alarms that almost
prevented Neil Armstrong from landing and describes a
narrow escape from another dangerous problem. On Apollo
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14 he devises a workaround when a faulty pushbutton
threatens Alan Shepard's mission, earning a NASA award, a
story in Rolling Stone, and a few lines in the history books.
This memoir is a new kind of book about Apollo. It tells a story
never told before by an insider -- the development of the
onboard software for the Apollo spacecraft. It makes a vertical
connection between technical details and historic events, but
by broadening the story using his own experiences as he
grows into adulthood in the 1960s the author draws a parallel
between that era of successful space exploration, and the
exploration, inner and outer, that was taking place in the
culture.

Breaking the Chains of Gravity
What is the secret of talent? How do we unlock it? This
groundbreaking work provides readers with tools they can
use to maximize potential in themselves and others. Whether
you’re coaching soccer or teaching a child to play the piano,
writing a novel or trying to improve your golf swing, this
revolutionary book shows you how to grow talent by tapping
into a newly discovered brain mechanism. Drawing on cuttingedge neurology and firsthand research gathered on journeys
to nine of the world’s talent hotbeds—from the baseball fields
of the Caribbean to a classical-music academy in upstate
New York—Coyle identifies the three key elements that will
allow you to develop your gifts and optimize your
performance in sports, art, music, math, or just about
anything. • Deep Practice Everyone knows that practice is a
key to success. What everyone doesn’t know is that specific
kinds of practice can increase skill up to ten times faster than
conventional practice. • Ignition We all need a little motivation
to get started. But what separates truly high achievers from
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the rest of the pack? A higher level of commitment—call it
passion—born out of our deepest unconscious desires and
triggered by certain primal cues. Understanding how these
signals work can help you ignite passion and catalyze skill
development. • Master Coaching What are the secrets of the
world’s most effective teachers, trainers, and coaches?
Discover the four virtues that enable these “talent whisperers”
to fuel passion, inspire deep practice, and bring out the best
in their students. These three elements work together within
your brain to form myelin, a microscopic neural substance
that adds vast amounts of speed and accuracy to your
movements and thoughts. Scientists have discovered that
myelin might just be the holy grail: the foundation of all forms
of greatness, from Michelangelo’s to Michael Jordan’s. The
good news about myelin is that it isn’t fixed at birth; to the
contrary, it grows, and like anything that grows, it can be
cultivated and nourished. Combining revelatory analysis with
illuminating examples of regular people who have achieved
greatness, this book will not only change the way you think
about talent, but equip you to reach your own highest
potential.

Digital Apollo
A Behind-the-Scenes Look At NASA’s incredible Journey to
the Moon Space journalist and insider Nancy Atkinson
weaves together the riveting story of NASA’s mission to
complete “the greatest adventure on which humankind ever
embarked.” This incredible account is a keepsake celebrating
some of the most important and dramatic events in modern
history. Told through over 60 personal interviews and oral
histories, as well as personal photographs, this tribute to the
men and women who made the Apollo 11 mission a reality
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chronicles the highs and lows that accompanied the race to
the Moon: the devastating flash fire that killed the crew of
Apollo 1; the awe of those who saw their years-in-the-making
contributions to space exploration blast off from Cape
Canaveral; the knuckle-biting descent of Apollo 11 to the
lunar surface; a near-catastrophic event on the crew’s flight
home; the infectious excitement and jubilation across the
world after the astronauts returned safely to Earth. These littleknown stories of the dedicated engineers, mathematicians
and scientists in the 1960s reveal the “hows” of the Apollo
missions and bring to life the wonder and excitement of
humanity’s first steps on the Moon.

Moon Lander
The Talent Code
In his book "Jurassic Park" (and in the movie based on the
book), Michael Crichton describes a crazed professor who
through techniques of genetic engineering manages to
recreate the dinosaurs and giant ferns of 65 million years
past. Once the giant Tyrannosaurus Rex is brought to life. a
powerful dynamics sets in: evolution. The prehistoric world
embarks on a collision course with man. Researching his
book, Crichton had been reading up on paleontology and on
the mathematical theory of evolution, catastrophes, and
chaos. Crichton explains some of the twists of nonlinear
mathematics that are rewriting not only thermodynamics,
physics, and chemistry (that all grapple with evolving and
turbulent processes) but also paleontology, genetics,
medicine and even anthropology. Collapse and chaos is not
limited to prehistoric animal kingdoms and ancient
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civilizations. The collapse of the Soviet Union and the political
and economic chaos in its aftermath demonstrate that
modern civilizations are just as vulnerable. This book aims at
reexamining some main portions of the discipline of
economics from the point of view of economic change and
creativity. There are two aspects to this perspective. First,
diversity and complexity. The range of different kinds of high
technology products available to consumers and producers
increases rapidly. Each product is the result of a long and
complex production hierarchy. As these hierarchies grow,
they deliver ever more diversified and complex high tech
goods. Other hierarchies fall by the wayside.

Sunburst and Luminary
The untold story of the historic voyage to the moon that
closed out one of our darkest years with a nearly
unimaginable triumph In August 1968, NASA made a bold
decision: in just sixteen weeks, the United States would
launch humankind’s first flight to the moon. Only the year
before, three astronauts had burned to death in their
spacecraft, and since then the Apollo program had suffered
one setback after another. Meanwhile, the Russians were
winning the space race, the Cold War was getting hotter by
the month, and President Kennedy’s promise to put a man on
the moon by the end of the decade seemed sure to be
broken. But when Frank Borman, Jim Lovell and Bill Anders
were summoned to a secret meeting and told of the
dangerous mission, they instantly signed on. Written with all
the color and verve of the best narrative non-fiction, Apollo 8
takes us from Mission Control to the astronaut’s homes, from
the test labs to the launch pad. The race to prepare an
untested rocket for an unprecedented journey paves the way
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for the hair-raising trip to the moon. Then, on Christmas Eve,
a nation that has suffered a horrendous year of
assassinations and war is heartened by an inspiring message
from the trio of astronauts in lunar orbit. And when the
mission is over—after the first view of the far side of the moon,
the first earth-rise, and the first re-entry through the earth’s
atmosphere following a flight to deep space—the impossible
dream of walking on the moon suddenly seems within reach.
The full story of Apollo 8 has never been told, and only Jeffrey
Kluger—Jim Lovell’s co-author on their bestselling book about
Apollo 13—can do it justice. Here is the tale of a mission that
was both a calculated risk and a wild crapshoot, a stirring
account of how three American heroes forever changed our
view of the home planet.

AEthelstan
The moon landing of 1969 stands as an iconic moment for
both the United States and humankind. The familiar story
focuses on the journey of the brave astronauts, who brought
home Moon rocks and startling photographs. But Apollo's full
account includes the earthbound engineers, mounds of their
crumpled paper, and smoldering metal shards of exploded
engines. How exactly did the nation, step by difficult step,
take men to the Moon and back? In The Apollo Chronicles,
fifty years after the moon landing, author Brandon R. Brown,
himself the son of an Apollo engineer, revisits the men and
women who toiled behind the lights. He relays the defining
twentieth-century project from its roots, bringing the
engineers' work and personalities to bright life on the page.
Set against the backdrop of a turbulent American decade, the
narrative whisks audiences through tense deadlines and
technical miracles, from President John F. Kennedy's 1961
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challenge to NASA's 1969 lunar triumph, as engineers
confronted wave after wave of previously unthinkable
challenges. Brown immerses readers in key physical
hurdles--from building the world's most powerful rockets to
keeping humans alive in the hostile void of space--using
language free of acronyms and technical jargon. The book
also pulls back from the detailed tasks and asks larger
questions. What did we learn about the Moon? And what can
this uniquely innovative project teach us today?

Apollo 8
Enrich your next sea vacation with this fun how-to guide to
observing and doing astrophotography on water. Collecting
together the author’s five decades of astrophotography and
teaching experience, this book shares all the practical
information you will need to start on your own astronomy
adventure. Part I is full of practical advice on what to pack,
the best ways to enjoy the night sky from your cruise ship
observatory, specific astronomical objects and events to look
out for, and myriad other useful tips. Part II gives you a crash
course on astrophotography at sea, teaching you the nittygritty details of taking pictures of the night sky. Proof that it
can be done is provided by the many amazing color
astrophotographs taken by the author while following the
steps laid out in this book.

Landing Eagle
Originally created for NASA in 1969 by prime contractor
Grumman, this Lunar Module Vehicle Familiarization Manual
was mandatory reading for Apollo astronauts, contractors and
NASA support staff. This version of the manual describes the
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so-called ELM, or Extended Lunar Modules designed for the
""J""class missions Apollo 15-17 and the never-flown Apollo
18 and 19. The ELM came about as part of NASA's efforts to
enhance the scientific study of the Moon and its geology. To
do that, longer surface stays would be needed. To make it
possible, LM 10 to LM 14 received various modifications
intended to increase their payloads, and allow them to return
larger samples to Earth. Over forty major changes were
planned, including enlarging the fuel and oxidizer tanks on
both the ascent and descent stages, extension of the descent
engine nozzle to improve its efficiency and allow it to deliver
more power, and added capacity of oxygen and water. Some
changes, such as adding solar cells and affiliated batteries to
allow surface stays of up to 72 hours, proved too difficult
given the program's schedule. In the end, the maximum
duration of stays on the Moon would be limited to 54 hours.
The extended LM weighed up to 36,500 pounds compared to
32,000 for earlier versions. The ELM's larger payload
capacity enabled it to carry the 463 pound (mass) Lunar
Roving Vehicle and other scientific equipment. The LRV
greatly enhanced the astronauts' range and ability to retrieve
samples. It's never been easy to find a copy of this text
because copies were never made available to the general
public -- until now. This reprint features all the original text
and diagrams. It's a wonderful reference for the space flight
fan, docent or engineering buff or for anyone else who ever
wondered, ""How'd they do that!""

The Secret Teachings of All Ages
Coach Allan Trimble forever changed Jenks football and
Jenks football forever changed him. For over two decades
Coach Trimble impacted the lives of young men in the high
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school football program all while breaking records and
winning thirteen state championships. Now retired, Coach
Trimble is looking back at his time as Coach in his new coffee
table book "Golden Years" spanning from 1996-2017. The
book will include pictures throughout the years, stats on the
players and inspirational messages for other coaches and
athletes.

An Independent Man
The Secret Teachings of All Ages is perhaps the most
comprehensive and complete esoteric encyclopedia ever
written. The sheer scope and ambition of this book are
stunning. In this book Manly P. Hall has successfully distilled
the essence of more arcane subjects than one would think
possible. This book explores the themes underlying ancient
mythology, philosophy, and religion. Unrivaled in its beauty
and completeness, it distills ancient and modern teachings of
nearly 600 experts.

Calumet "K"
A New Perspective on the Space Program in the 1960s,
written by the man responsible for the the Apollo mission's
landing phase.

The Apollo Guidance Computer
Who are the Jews? Where did they come from? What is the
connection between an ancient Jewish priest in Jerusalem
and today's Israeli sunbather on the beaches of Tel Aviv?
These questions stand at the heart of this engaging book.
Geneticist David Goldstein analyzes modern DNA studies of
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Jewish populations and examines the intersections of these
scientific findings with the history (both biblical and modern)
and oral tradition of the Jews. With a special gift for
translating complex scientific concepts into language
understandable to all, Goldstein delivers an accessible,
personal, and fascinating book that tells the history of a group
of people through the lens of genetics. In a series of detectivestyle stories, Goldstein explores the priestly lineage of Jewish
males as manifested by Y chromosomes; the Jewish lineage
claims of the Lemba, an obscure black South African tribe;
the differences in maternal and paternal genetic heritage
among Jewish populations; and much more. The author also
grapples with the medical and ethical implications of our
rapidly growing command of the human genomic landscape.
The study of genetics has not only changed the study of
Jewish history, Goldstein shows, it has altered notions of
Jewish identity and even our understanding of what makes a
people a people.

The Apollo Chronicles
Science fiction is the playground of the imagination. If you are
interested in science or fascinated with the future then
science fiction is where you explore new ideas and let your
dreams and nightmares duke it out on the safety of the page
or screen. But what if we could use science fiction to do more
than that? What if we could use science fiction based on
science fact to not only imagine our future but develop new
technologies and products? What if we could use stories,
movies and comics as a kind of tool to explore the real world
implications and uses of future technologies today? Science
Fiction Prototyping is a practical guide to using fiction as a
way to imagine our future in a whole new way. Filled with
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history, real world examples and conversations with experts
like best selling science fiction author Cory Doctorow, senior
editor at Dark Horse Comics Chris Warner and Hollywood
science expert Sidney Perkowitz, Science Fiction Prototyping
will give you the tools you need to begin designing the future
with science fiction. The future is Brian David Johnson’s
business. As a futurist at Intel Corporation, his charter is to
develop an actionable vision for computing in 2021. His work
is called “future casting”—using ethnographic field studies,
technology research, trend data, and even science fiction to
create a pragmatic vision of consumers and computing.
Johnson has been pioneering development in artificial
intelligence, robotics, and reinventing TV. He speaks and
writes extensively about future technologies in articles and
scientific papers as well as science fiction short stories and
novels (Fake Plastic Love and Screen Future: The Future of
Entertainment, Computing and the Devices We Love). He has
directed two feature films and is an illustrator and
commissioned painter. Table of Contents: Preface / Foreword
/ Epilogue / Dedication / Acknowledgments / 1. The Future Is
in Your Hands / 2. Religious Robots and Runaway WereTigers: A Brief Overview of the Science and the Fiction that
Went Into Two SF Prototypes / 3. How to Build Your Own SF
Prototype in Five Steps or Less / 4. I, Robot: From Asimov to
Doctorow: Exploring Short Fiction as an SF Prototype and a
Conversation With Cory Doctorow / 5. The Men in the Moon:
Exploring Movies as an SF Prototype and a Conversation
with Sidney Perkowitz / 6. Science in the Gutters: Exploring
Comics as an SF Prototype and a Conversation With Chris
Warner / 7. Making the Future: Now that You Have
Developed Your SF Prototype, What’s Next? / 8. Einstein’s
Thought Experiments and Asimov’s Second Dream /
Appendix A: The SF Prototypes / Notes / Author Biography
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Moonbit
From the “heir to R. Crumb and Art Spiegelman” (Economist),
a masterful work of comics journalism about indigenous North
America, resource extraction, and our debt to the natural
world The Dene have lived in the vast Mackenzie River Valley
since time immemorial, by their account. To the Dene, the
land owns them, not the other way around, and it is central to
their livelihood and very way of being. But the subarctic
Canadian Northwest Territories are home to valuable
resources, including oil, gas, and diamonds. With mining
came jobs and investment, but also road-building, pipelines,
and toxic waste, which scarred the landscape, and alcohol,
drugs, and debt, which deformed a way of life. In Paying the
Land, Joe Sacco travels the frozen North to reveal a people in
conflict over the costs and benefits of development. The
mining boom is only the latest assault on indigenous culture:
Sacco recounts the shattering impact of a residential school
system that aimed to “remove the Indian from the child”; the
destructive process that drove the Dene from the bush into
settlements and turned them into wage laborers; the
government land claims stacked against the Dene Nation;
and their uphill efforts to revive a wounded culture. Against a
vast and gorgeous landscape that dwarfs all human scale,
Paying the Land lends an ear to trappers and chiefs, activists
and priests, to tell a sweeping story about money,
dependency, loss, and culture—recounted in stunning visual
detail by one of the greatest cartoonists alive.

Eight Years to the Moon
For over a century progress in aerospace has been
phenomenal. Flying Higher and Faster is a collection of
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stories and photos relating to the Author's career history and
experiences. A few experiences from his youth are included.
The book contains fragments of aerospace history from the
latter half of the 20th century and descriptions of how they
related to his career experiences. The final chapters discuss
where he thinks the country (and the world) should be
heading regarding aeronautics research and the human
exploration of space. Technological progress since
demonstration of the airplane by the Wright brothers in 1903
has been remarkable. The author was very fortunate to have
been an American pilot and astronaut when some of this was
happening during the latter half of the 20th century. It is his
opinion that America should continue its lead in aeronautics
by having a high level of governmental research support and
continue to spearhead the human exploration of deep space.

Stages to Saturn
An award-winning presidential historian offers an authoritative
account of American presidents' attacks on our freedom of
the press. “The FAKE NEWS media,” Donald Trump has
tweeted, “is not my enemy, it is the enemy of the American
People!” Has our free press ever faced as great a threat?
Perhaps not—but the tension between presidents and
journalists is as old as the republic itself. Every president has
been convinced of his own honesty and transparency; every
reporter who has covered the White House beat has believed
with equal fervency that his or her journalistic rigor protects
the country from danger. Our first president, George
Washington, was also the first to grouse about his treatment
in the newspapers, although he kept his complaints private.
Subsequent chiefs like John Adams, Abraham Lincoln,
Woodrow Wilson, and Barack Obama were not so reticent,
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going so far as to wield executive power to overturn press
freedoms, and even to prosecute journalists. Theodore
Roosevelt was the first president to actively manage the
stable of reporters who followed him, doling out information,
steering coverage, and squashing stories that interfered with
his agenda. It was a strategy that galvanized TR’s public
support, but the lesson was lost on Woodrow Wilson, who
never accepted reporters into his inner circle. Franklin
Roosevelt transformed media relations forever, holding more
than a thousand presidential press conferences and
harnessing the new power of radio, at times bypassing the
press altogether. John F. Kennedy excelled on television and
charmed reporters to hide his personal life, while Richard
Nixon was the first to cast the press as a public enemy. From
the days of newsprint and pamphlets to the rise of Facebook
and Twitter, each president has harnessed the media,
whether intentional or not, to imprint his own character on the
office. In this remarkable new history, acclaimed scholar
Harold Holzer examines the dual rise of the American
presidency and the media that shaped it. From Washington to
Trump, he chronicles the disputes and distrust between these
core institutions that define the United States of America,
revealing that the essence of their confrontation is built into
the fabric of the nation.

The Diversity, Complexity, and Evolution of High
Tech Capitalism
The hugely entertaining, and extremely candid, autobiography
of one of the most colourful characters in motor sport Eddie
Jordan gave Michael Schumacher his first drive, and helped
groom a whole series of drivers early in their careers,
including Damon Hill and Martin Brundle. But he funded his
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first move into motor sport by selling smoked salmon well
past its sell-by date to rugby fans leaving Lansdowne Road;
when stopped for speeding by a policeman, he ended up
selling him his car. Jordan set up his own team, and moved
into Formula One at the end of the 1980s. It wasn't long
before the team began to pick up podium finishes, and in
1998 won its first race - a remarkable achievement on a
comparatively small budget. The following year was even
better, but sadly this was to be the peak, as the search for
more finance and legal battles with sponsors hit hard.
Eventually, in January 2005 he sold the team. AN
INDEPENDENT MAN goes behind the scenes to reveal the
true personalities of the drivers Jordan worked with, and his
battles with Bernie Ecclestone. It shows how, when so much
money is involved, nothing is ever simple. His has been a life
lived to the full, and his account is packed full of superb
stories, colourful adventures and revealing tales.

Space Engineer and Scientist Margaret Hamilton
Chief engineer Thomas J. Kelly gives a firsthand account of
designing, building, testing, and flying the Apollo lunar
module. It was, he writes, “an aerospace engineer’s dream
job of the century.” Kelly’s account begins with the
imaginative process of sketching solutions to a host of
technical challenges with an emphasis on safety, reliability,
and maintainability. He catalogs numerous test failures,
including propulsion-system leaks, ascent-engine instability,
stress corrosion of the aluminum alloy parts, and battery
problems, as well as their fixes under the ever-present
constraints of budget and schedule. He also recaptures the
exhilaration of hearing Apollo 11’s Neil Armstrong report that
“The Eagle has landed,” and the pride of having inadvertently
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provided a vital “lifeboat” for the crew of the disabled Apollo
13.

Cruise Ship Astronomy and Astrophotography
"Calumet "K"" by Henry Kitchell Webster, Samuel Merwin.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or
yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.

Journey to the Moon
This newly reissued debut book in the Rutgers University
Press Classics Imprint is the story of the search for a rocket
propellant which could be trusted to take man into space. This
search was a hazardous enterprise carried out by rival labs
who worked against the known laws of nature, with no
guarantee of success or safety. Acclaimed scientist and sci-fi
author John Drury Clark writes with irreverent and eyewitness
immediacy about the development of the explosive fuels
strong enough to negate the relentless restraints of gravity.
The resulting volume is as much a memoir as a work of
history, sharing a behind-the-scenes view of an enterprise
which eventually took men to the moon, missiles to the
planets, and satellites to outer space. A classic work in the
history of science, and described as “a good book on rocket
stuff…that’s a really fun one” by SpaceX founder Elon Musk,
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readers will want to get their hands on this influential classic,
available for the first time in decades.

Bonneville Go Or Bust
NASA's history is a familiar story, one that typically peaks
with Neil Armstrong taking his small step on the Moon in
1969. But America's space agency wasn't created in a
vacuum. It was assembled from pre-existing parts, drawing
together some of the best minds the non-Soviet world had to
offer. In the 1930s, rockets were all the rage in Germany, the
focus both of scientists hoping to fly into space and of the
German armed forces, looking to circumvent the restrictions
of the Treaty of Versailles. One of the key figures in this
period was Wernher von Braun, an engineer who designed
the rockets that became the devastating V-2. As the war
came to its chaotic conclusion, von Braun escaped from the
ruins of Nazi Germany, and was taken to America where he
began developing missiles for the US Army. Meanwhile, the
US Air Force was looking ahead to a time when men would
fly in space, and test pilots like Neil Armstrong were flying
cutting-edge, rocket-powered aircraft in the thin upper
atmosphere. Breaking the Chains of Gravity tells the story of
America's nascent space program, its scientific advances, its
personalities and the rivalries it caused between the various
arms of the US military. At this point getting a man in space
became a national imperative, leading to the creation of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, otherwise
known as NASA.

Jacob's Legacy
How does God mold us into the image of Christ? This
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insightful book is a collection of meditative and thoughtprovoking messages that will remind you that every
experience presents us with an opportunity to grow more like
Him. These challenging and incisive words remind us that as
we understand God's purpose for our lives, we will gain a new
perspective on the ordinary - and extraordinary - experiences
of life. Originally published almost 50 years ago, this book is
still a radical voice today-one that calls for radical faith in God
and intimacy with Christ. "Dr. Edman had a great influence on
both my wife Ruth and me. We thank God for his life, and
commend his unique devotional books to you." - Rev. Billy
Graham
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